Dimensional interactions in language processing: investigating directions and levels of crosstalk.
In this article we evaluate current models of language processing by testing speeded classification of stimuli comprising one linguistic and one nonlinguistic dimension. Garner interference obtains if subjects are slower to classify attributes on one dimension when an irrelevant dimension is varied orthogonally than when the irrelevant dimension is held constant. With certain linguistic-nonlinguistic pairings (e.g., Experiment 1: the words high and low spoken either loudly or softly), significant Garner interference obtained when either dimension was classified; this indicated two-directional crosstalk. With other pairings (e.g., Experiment 3: spoken vowels and loudness), only the nonlinguistic dimension (e.g., loudness) displayed interference, suggesting unidirectional crosstalk downstream from a phonemic/graphemic level of analysis. Collectively, these results indicate the interaction can occur either within or across levels of information processing, being directed toward either more advanced or more primitive processes. Although poorly explained by all current models of language processing, our results are strikingly inconsistent with models that posit autonomy among levels of processing.